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Chapter 333 

Finn channeled all his true energy and lifted Fabian just before they were about to land. 

The moment his feet touched the ground, he released the energy and then set Fabian down. 

Chateau Hotel was not high, and with his strength as a stage six great-grandmaster, he could handle the 

impact. 

Fabian’s face had turned pale, and his legs were somewhat weak. 

The little fox had all its fur standing on end. 

“Finn… Over here…” 

Xeno had driven the car to the back of the building. Seeing Finn and the others jumping down, he 

immediately waved them over. 

Without any delay, Finn dragged Fabian toward the car. 

A ninja landed heavily on the car, causing the roof to collapse and the airbags to deploy. 

Olivia, driving a McLaren, slammed the brakes. 

Finn then pulled Fabian toward the McLaren. 

A ninja from the Audi slashed with immense force, attempting to split the McLaren in two. 

Meanwhile, Olivia shifted into reverse and floored the accelerator. 
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“Sure, Mr. Hughes!” 

 After hanging up, he 

 at the headquarters of the Special Security Department, Tristan was holding a video conference. 

 headquarters are in Moliga Empire, they’ve been supporting our country’s business development for 

decades… Today, Universal Group has established 18 branches in our country, 

“And the one behind all this is not the Ten Families of Capiton but Fabian Hughes… Fabian will surely 

face assassination attempts during his trip to Drakonia this time. We must protect Fabian at all costs!” 

“Mr. Campbell… a call for you!” 

A dashing woman handed Tristan the phone. 

After taking a look at the caller ID, Tristan took the call. 

“Mr. Campbell… Mr. Hughes is in trouble at Jonford, and we need help…” 

“I’ll send someone right away! 

“Deacon… immediately take all your men and look for Fabian!” 

Tristan ordered with a stern face. 

Back at Chateau Hotel, Melody was facing eight ninjas and quickly overwhelmed. Her clothes had been 

torn in several places. 

The band holding her hair was sliced open, and her long, silky black hair was flowing down her back. 

Five ninjas with killing intent charged at her. 

She thought she was doomed. 

“Granny… I couldn’t fulfill your last wish to protect Nash!” 

Melody smiled bitterly, closing her eyes in despair. 

Just as the five ninjas were about to strike her, a terrifying force sent them flying backward. 



“You can’t even protect yourself, let alone me!” 

 


